Fabrication
solutions.
No matter
what.
With over 70 years of experience, Cope Plastics is the largest plastics
fabricator in the Midwest with one of the largest equipment arrangements in
the plastics industry. We’re always updating our set of equipment to stay on
the cutting edge of fabrication techniques. No matter what your project
demands, we have the solution...or we’ll create one.
COPEPLASTICS.COM

Our Fabrication
Capabilities
Routers
Routers are built to handle large parts and large quantities. Our
routers process big jobs with ease, and we have 11 of them in
our shop, so we can handle massive throughput.

Mills
For smaller quantities and smaller parts, our vertical and
horizontal mills execute with precision. Our nine vertical mills
and three horizontal mills make quick work of even the most
intricate, multi-sided jobs.

Lathes & Screw Machining
Screw machining is an excellent alternative to injection molding, especially considering the high cost of tooling. Manual and
automatic lathes can produce any round work that can be
made from rod—washers, pulleys, valves, grommets, and a
whole lot more.
We have an extensive set of equipment for this type of round
work, including 10 screw machines and 12 lathes. We have a
wide variety of different types of lathes to perform specialized
round work for nearly any application. Whether your job
requires 50 or 50,000 parts, we can handle it!

Saws & Laser Cutting
Precision and speed don’t often go hand in hand, but when it
comes to saws, our four panel saws make it possible. For both
cut-to-size and cut-for-fabrication jobs, these machines
execute large cuts quickly and accurately.
For laser cutting jobs, our system is the best-equipped large
format laser cutting system on the market today.

Custom Fabrication

Participating Members are eligible for rebates through the
OMNIA Partners program

We run three machine shops and have
over 150 people with a combined 1,500
years of experience in fabrication. When
it comes to plastics fabrication, Cope
Plastics has the tools and technical
experts to make your project happen!
Solving problems is what we do best, so
bring us your challenges and we will help
you leverage them into competitive
advantages for your business.

What can Cope
Plastics make
possible for you?
Call us today.

We’re proud to offer the widest machine-driven capabilities in
the Midwest for cutting, lasering, screw machining, and round
work, but that’s not all we offer at Cope Plastics. Our Custom
Fabrication is where we take the parts we’ve machined for you
and turn them into your ﬁnished products, whether it’s by drape
forming, bending, painting, gluing, ﬁnal assembly, and more.

800-851-5510
COPEPLASTICS.COM

